Understanding Book & Journal References
Introduction

• We will look at the content of 3 common References that you may see on your reading list:
  – Book
  – Book Chapter
  – Journal Article

• And how to go about finding each on the Library catalogue

• Each references will contain the same bibliographic information that you will need to include in your bibliography when writing an assignment

• Please note that the order may change according to the citation style recommended by your department
Understanding Book References

Date of Publication

Title of the book

Place of Publication

Locating on the catalogue


To locate this item on the library catalogue use the Combined Author and Title search, enter the Authors surname and the first keyword of the title i.e.

**Author**: roberts

**Title**: environmental
Reference for a Book Chapter

Locating on the catalogue


To locate this item on the library catalogue you will need to search for the author and title of the book, **NOT** the author and title of the chapter.
Locating on the catalogue

To Locate this item on the catalogue you will need to search for the title of the Journal first, NOT the title of the article.

Catalogue Quick Search: sociological review

Only if there is no result for the journal title, should you try an author title search for the article. In some cases the library may hold a photocopy of an individual article.